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Now I can add one more event to my
"Anniversary Dates" to forget - 6/7/2021

Avoiding Our Wedding Anniversary -
6/4/2021

Multitasking for Safety – Plus
Remembrance and Reflection - 6/1/2021

Taps Across America – The National
Moment of Remembrance - Monday 5/31/21
3PM - 5/30/2021

You can’t find a lumberjack when you need one, so you
have to improvise.
Tuesday, July 02, 2013

This huge tree trunk was floating by our house, a casualty of the last storm. Since it would be a definite
hazard to boats, we lassoed it and dragged it into shore. 

 
 
Now what? Fortunately, we have engineers in the family, and 2 who do serious weight training (not DH). 
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Member Comments About This Blog Post

MARYJEANSL
Great job!!
2903 days ago

v

DESERTJULZ
I love the engineering mind. They always figure out great solutions. :D
2903 days ago

v

WATERMELLEN
Brains and brawn: what a combo!!
2903 days ago

v

ONEKIDSMOM
Impressive! Good job using mind and bodies, gents. Engineers rock.
2903 days ago

v

Report Inappropriate Blog

 
So after wrapping the cable around a few trees they managed this. 

 
 
The plan now is to let it dry out so it will weigh less, cut it up and get it out of there. 
 
Last week I posted the damage to our neighbors dock. 

 
 
I don’t know if our “floater” caused damage when it came down, but leaving it out in the water could result
in tragedy even after the storm was over. 
 
Enjoy nature, but keep your eyes open and be aware of your surroundings on land and in the water. 
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Add Your Comment to the Blog Post
Leave encouragement, a question, or anything else relevant to this post. All blog comments must abide by
SparkPeople's Community Guidelines. 

 Subscribe to this blog  

Disclaimer: Weight loss results will vary from person to person. No individual result should be seen as a typical
result of following the SparkPeople program.

SUZYMOBILE
Yippee kie-ay! Good job with the lasso!
2903 days ago

v

BOOKAPHILE
Well done! They're especially dangerous when they float just below the surface so they can't
be seen until right on them. This happens a lot here in the spring on the Columbia river. 

You have a beautiful place to live! Is it fresh or salt water? My husband would love living that close
to water!
2903 days ago

v

MISCHAKEO
Good job on dragging that giant tree out and removing a hazard. Great family coordination in
that tree operation. Who needs a lumberjack?
2904 days ago

v

WILSONWR
I had to cut up a tree yesterday in our yard that had fallen during a storrn. That's a lot of work!
2904 days ago

v

CAALAN23
If it were bigger, you could rig it for some log jogging...LOL!

Good job on taking care of others. 

That is indeed a lovely place to live. Have a great day!
2904 days ago

v

COCK-ROBIN
Wonderful! I wish I had a time like that. 
2904 days ago

v

BOILHAM
Good deed for the day done. Love your property.
2904 days ago

v

FITFOODIE806
Good for you guys! Now that's another serious crosstraining activity.
2904 days ago

v

SLIMMERJESSE
What a cool place to live! Beautiful!
2904 days ago

v
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